
  Creating Images

Animation Pro includes an 'Image Creator' designed for creating small images that are suitable for use in your Animation Pro
figuresu  Too create a newe imageg prress the         button at the topr of the screen (yyou weill find this button on most of the Animation
Pro screens) and then select 'Create an Image'u  TOPICS:
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  Image Projects

Creating an Image Project

Whenever you opren the 'Image Creator'g Animation Pro weill disprlay the'Image Projects' file manageru  If you haven't created an 
'Image Project' beforeg the list of image prrojects weill be emprty and the         button weill fashu  Press the button to create a newe 
image prroject:

Press this button to
create a new image

project.



Animation Pro weill prromprt you to name your newe image prrojectu  Enter a name and prress the         button:

Enter a name for your project

Press this button to create
the project

Press this button to cancel



Opening an Image Project

Toapr on an image prroject to opren it:

For more information about the Animation Pro file managerg prlease refer to the 'File Manager' topric (yleft)u



Importing an Image Project

Image prrojects prreviously shared to Aprprle ‘Files’ may be improrted by prressing the ‘Imprort’ button at the topr of the file manager as 
showen belowe: 

For more information about the Animation Pro file managerg prlease refer to the 'File Manager' topric (yleft)u



  Image Creator Screen Overviewe (y1)

Go back to the
previous screen

Open or create a
new image project

'Remove'
menu

Editing tools

Canvas.

Use two fngers to
move the canvas.

Use pinch-to-zoom to
zoom in and out.

Rotate to select a
brush size (drawing

tools only)

Tool options.

Swipe up to
minimise.

Display/hide the tool
options

'Output'
menu

'Options'
menu

Help – this
document

Use your fnger for
drawing

The currently selected
tool will be white

Add a colour to
the palette

Edit colour
palette

Colour
palette



  Image Creator Screen Overviewe (y2)

The currently selected
colour for the current

tool

Use an Apple Pencil
for drawing

Apply an efect
to the canvas

Turn the cursor on or
of (drawing tools

only).

Turn anti-aliasing
on or of.

Reset pan/
zoom

Manipulate the canvas
layersAdd an image



Choosing a Colour

Tohe first thing that you'll most litely weant to do before you begin draweing is select a colouru  All of the editing tools (yat the topr of the 
screen) can be assigned a different colouru  So the 'brush' tool can have a different colour to the 'fill' tool and the image creator weill 
remember the settingsu

Too  select  a  colour  for  the  currently
selected  toolg  tapr  on  the  'colour'
button (yas showen right)u  Tohis button
weill  change colour based upron your
selectionu

Tohis  weill  disprlay  the  colour  oprtions
(yas showen right)u

Colours  may  be  solid  (ya  single
colour)  or  gradients  (ya  transition
betweeen  tweo  different  colours)u
Gradients can also be linear:

or radial:

Colours may also be assigned a level
of opracityu

The 'colour' button

Colour options



Selecting a Solid Colour

Press this button
to select a solid colour

Tap anywhere on the colour
swatch to select the solid colour

Tap anywhere on the colour
gradient to select a lighter

version of the current colour

Tap here to toggle between
the colour swatch and

RGB (red, green, and blue)
colour selection dials:

A preview of the selected colour

Rotate the dial to set the
opacity of the colourTap here to fnely adjust the

level of opacity



Selecting a Linear Gradient

Selecting a linear gradient requires tweo colours to be
selected:

1u Press the 'Gradient' button 
2u Press the 'Linear' button
3u Press the 'Colour 1' button and choose a colour
4u Press the 'Colour 2' button and choose a colour

Hereg  the  'prreviewe'  reprresents  the  draweing  canvasu
Sog based upron the examprle (yright)g colour added to
the  extreme  left  of  the  canvas  weill  be  orange  and
colour added to the extreme right weill be prurprle (yweith
a  smooth  transition  from  orange  to  prurprle  for  any
proint in betweeen)u

You can change the size and angle of the gradient by
dragging your finger across the prreviewe:

Tap anywhere on the colour
swatch to select a colour

Tap anywhere on the colour
gradient to select a lighter

version of the current colour

A preview of the selected colour

The opacity will be applied to
the entire gradient.



Selecting a Radial Gradient

Selecting a radial gradient requires tweo colours to be
selected:

1u Press the 'Gradient' button 
2u Press the 'Radial' button
3u Press the 'Colour 1' button and choose a colour
4u Press the 'Colour 2' button and choose a colour

Hereg  the  'prreviewe'  reprresents  the  draweing  canvasu
Sog based upron the examprle (yright)g colour added to
the middle of the canvas weill  be orange and colour
added  to  the  extreme  right  weill  be  prurprle  (yweith  a
smooth transition from orange to prurprle for any proint
in betweeen)u

You  can  change  the  prosition  and  radius  of  the
gradient by dragging your finger across the prreviewe:

Tap anywhere on the colour
swatch to select a colour

Tap anywhere on the colour
gradient to select a lighter

version of the current colour

A preview of the selected colour

The opacity will be applied to
the entire gradient.



The Colour Picker

Sometimes it  can be useful  to  be  able  to
select an existing colour from the canvasu

1u Press the            button

Tohis weill  turn 'colour pricting mode' on and
the button weill fashu

2u Toouch anywehere on the canvas to prict
 the colour beneath your fingerrtipru

3u Press the            button

Tohis weill  turn 'colour pricting mode' off and
the button weill stopr fashingu

Useful Hints

For prrecise colour selectiong zoom in on the
area  of  the  canvas  you  are  interested  in
before turning 'colour pricting mode' onu

Tohe colour weill  be selected from the active
canvas layeru  So prlease ensure that you've
selected  the  correct  layer  prrior  to  turning
'colour  pricting  mode'  on   (ysee  'Layers'g
beloweg for more details on layer selection)u

Tap this button to turn
'colour picking mode' on/of



The Colour Palette

Whenever you create a newe image prrojectg Animation Pro weill prrovide a basic 5 colour pralette to get you started:

You can add as many colours as you lite to the colour praletteg prlease see beloweuuu

Basic colour palette – tap on
a colour to select it



Adding a Colour to the Colour Palette

Tohere are a couprle of weays to add a colour to the colour pralette:

1. Select a new colour:      2. Press the        button (as shown below):

OR (see next page)

Tap and select a colour Tap to add the colour
to the palette

Palette colours will
be shown here.

You may add as many
colours as you please.

Swipe left and right
with your fnger.



Adding a Recently Used Colour to the Colour Palette

1. Press the         button to open the palette panel:                   2. Select one of the recently used colours and press
          the         button as shown below: 

Please note:

Recently used colours weill aprprear in the pralette pranel as colours are actually used in the Image Creatoru

Tap to open the palette
panel

Tap to add the colour
to the palette

Palette colours will
be shown here.

You may add as many
colours as you please.

Swipe left and right
with your fnger.



The Palette Panel

You can manage all of your pralette colours via the pralette pranelu  Press the          button at the topr of the screen to opren the 
pralette pranel:

The palette panel.
Tap on any colour in this panel

to select it for use with
the current tool.

These are the palette colours that 
will be displayed by the 

Image Creator

These are colours that have been
recently used

Use these two arrows to move
the selected palette colour

Press to remove all
colours from the palette

Press to add the currently selected
colour (at the top of the screen)

to the palette

Press to remove the currently
selected palette colour from

the palette

The currently selected palette
colour will have a white border

The currently
selected colour

Tap here to hide the
palette panel (or swipe

the panel upwards)



Layers

Tohe canvas is made upr of 5 seprarate layersu  Its tind of lite having 5 transprarent prieces of praprer stacted on topr of each otheru
You can drawe on each of them indeprendently to prroduce a single image iueu the viewe of the stact from aboveu  Furthermoreg you
can  tate  those  prieces  of  praprer  and  rearrange  themg  remove  one  or  more  of  them  or  even  change  their  level  of
transprarency/opracityu

Selecting a Layer

1u Press the           button to 
 disprlay the layer pranel (yright)u

2u Toapr on a layer to select itu

Tohe selectedg or active layerg weill be
showen weith a blue borderu

Tohe  editing  tools  weill  target  the
selected layer onlyu

The currently selected layer

Tap here to hide the
layer panel (or swipe
the panel upwards)

The 5 layers
Tap here to display

the layer panel



Hiding a Layer

Sometimes it can be useful to hide layers so that you can seeg
and weort ong another layer beneathu

1u Press the         button to disprlay the layer pranel (yright)u

2u Press the           buttons to hide the desired layersu

When layers are hiddeng the buttons weill change to loot lite this:

You can tapr these buttons to mate the layers visible once againu

Tap here to display
the layer panel



Changing the Opacity of a Layer

1u Press the         button to disprlay the layer pranel (yright)u

2u Drag the slider for a given layer to adjust its opracityu

Tap here to display
the layer panel



Removing the Content from a Layer

1u Press the         button to disprlay the layer pranel (yright)u

2u Press the 'Edit' button at the bottom of the layer pranelu

3. Press the          button next to the layer that you weish to
 remove the content fromu

Tap here to display
the layer panel



4u Confirm the removal by prressing the 'Delete' button:

Removing the Content from the Selected Layer

A quict weay to remove all of the content from the active layer is to
select 'Image from Current Layer' from the 'Remove' menu:



Removing the Content from All Layers

1u Press the         button to disprlay the layer pranel (yright)u

2u Press the 'Reset All' button at the bottom of the layer pranelu

3. Select 'Yes' wehen prromprtedu

Tap here to display
the layer panel



Alternativelyg you can:

1u Press the          button at the topr of the screen to opren the 'Remove' menu

2u Press the 'Everything' button



Rearranging Layers

1u Press the         button to disprlay the layer pranel (yright)u

2u Press the 'Edit' button at the bottom of the layer pranelu

3. Drag layers upr and dowen using the             handles:

4u Press the 'Cancel' button at the bottom of the layer pranel 
 wehen you're doneu

Tap here to display
the layer panel



Merging Layers

1u Press the         button to disprlay the layer pranel (yright)u
 

2u Put your finger on a layerg drag over the layers that you'd
       lite to merge it weith and then releaseu

Please note:

You can only merge layers weith adjacent layersu  If you weish to
merge a layer  weith a  nonradjacent  layerg  rearrange the layers
firstu

4u Select 'Yes' wehen prromprted to comprlete the mergeu

Tap here to display
the layer panel



Adding Images

Press the           button to add an image to the active canvas layer:



Animation Pro weill disprlay the 'Image Selection' file manager from wehich you can select the desired image:

For more information regarding the Animation Pro file managerg prlease refer to the 'File Manager' topric (yleft)u



Images are not immediately inserted onto the active canvas layeru  Tohey may be movedg resizedg rotated and fiprpred first using the 
controls on the 'Paste Oprtions' pranel or the 'Rotate' dial at the topr of the screen:

For more information regarding the 'Paste Oprtions'g tapr hereu

Drag the image
around with your

fnger.

Use two fngers
to reduce and

enlarge the
image.

Choose how the image
should be scaled

when using two fngers
to pinch and zoom.

Change the opacity of
the image.

Rotate the image 90
degrees to the left

or to the right

Flip the image
horizontally or

vertically.

Rotate the image.

Merge the image with
the active canvas layer.

Abort.



Distorting the Active Canvas Layer

Press the           button to opren the 'Effects' menu:



Select 'Distort' from the 'Effects' menu:



Tap here to display or hide the
 'Distortion Options' panel

This panel may
be minimised by

swiping
upwards.

Drag these handles
(there is one at each
corner) to distort the

active canvas
layer.

Tap here to apply
a previous distortion.

Tap here to
reset the distortion.

Abort.Apply the distortion.

The shape of a
previous distortion.



Blurring the Active Canvas Layer

Press the           button to opren the 'Effects' menu:



Select 'Blur' from the 'Effects' menu:



Abort.

Apply the blur.

Rotate this dial to
set the strength

of the blur efect.



  Editing Toools Overviewe

Tohe 'Image Creator' prrovides the
followeing editing tools:

The brush tool

For painting/
drawing on the
active canvas

layer.

The fll tool

For flling an
area of the

active canvas
layer  with

a given colour.

The eraser tool

For removing
content from

the active
canvas layer.

The selection tool

For selecting
content from

the active
canvas layer for
cut, paste and

copy operations.

The lighten tool

For making parts
of the active
canvas layer

lighter.

The darken tool

For making parts
of the active
canvas layer

darker.

The tint tool

For tinting parts
of the active
canvas layer
with a given

colour.

The shape tool

For adding
shapes to
the active

canvas layer.

The transform tool

For transforming
the content on

the active
canvas layer e.g.
scaling, moving,

rotating.



The Brush Tool

Select the brush toolg         g to start 'prainting' on the active canvas layer:

Please note: Tohe brush oprtions weill be different wehen using an Aprprle Pencil (yprlease refer to the 'Aprprle Pencil' topricg left)u

Tap here to display or hide the
 'Brush Options' panel

Tap here to select a
diferent brush colour

Rotate this dial to set
the width of the brush

Press this button to
fnely adjust the width

Select the brush style

For brushes that
ease (i.e. taper) in
and/or out, select

the ease-in or
ease-out lengths
by rotating the

dials.

Tap here to select the
brush tool.

This will present
A selection of

diferent ‘brushes’
as shown on the

next page.



Tap here
to display the
'Fill Options'

panel if another
panel is currently
being displayed.



The Fill Tool

Select the fill toolg         g to fill prart of the active canvas layer weith a given colour:
Tap here to display or hide the

 'Fill Options' panel

This panel may
be minimised by

swiping
upwards.

Tap here to select a
diferent fll colour

Tap here to select the
fll tool.

You may also tap here
to display the
'Fill Options'

panel if another
panel is currently
being displayed.



Filling with Solid Colours

Toapr anywehere on the active canvas layer to fill weith a solid colour:



Filling with a Linear Gradient

Drag your finger across the active canvas layer to drawe a blue lineu  When you releaseg the area weill be filled weith a linear gradientg
wehere:

• Tohe start of the line weill be colour 1
• Tohe end of the line weill be colour 2
• Tohe angle and length of the line weill determine the transition betweeen colour 1 and colour 2 (ysee the examprle belowe)

Please note: You can also tapr on the active canvas layer to fill weith a gradientu  Tohe gradient weill be drawen according
 to the prreviewe on the colour pranelu



Filling with a Radial Gradient

Drag your finger across the active canvas layer to drawe a blue lineu  When you releaseg the area weill be filled weith a radial gradientg
wehere:

• Tohe start of the line weill define the centre of a circle (ycolour 1)
• Tohe end of the line weill define the radius of the circle (ycolour 2)

Please note: You can also tapr on the active canvas layer to fill weith a gradientu  Tohe gradient weill be drawen according
 to the prreviewe on the colour pranelu

Fill Options



Tolerance

Animation Pro fills an area until it strites a colour significantly different to the one that you taprpred upronu  Just howe significantly
different that colour needs to be is determined by the 'Toolerance':

• When the tolerance is set to 0%g Animation Pro weill fill until it strites any other colour
• When the tolerance is set to 100%g Animation Pro weill fill the entire canvasg regardless of the existing colours found there

Here's an examprle of an area filled weith the tolerance set to 0% and the tolerance set to 80%:

Notice that in the first image (yabove)g there are 'wehite' prixels betweeen the green fill and the bounding blact lineu  Tohis is because
the blact line weas antiraliased iueu grey prixels (ythey're almost wehite) exist around the edges of the line to smooth it outu  With the
tolerance set to 0%g Animation Pro doesn't fill these prixelsu  At 80% howeeverg it doesu

Rotate to set the
tolerance



Preserve Alpha

Sometimes you might weish to change the colour ofg sayg an existing brush stroteu  Tohis can be a prroblem if that brush strote weas
antiraliasedg prlease see belowe:

It  is  prossible  to  prroduce  a  better  result  in  this  situation  by
turning the 'Preserve Alprha' sweitch onu  Animation Pro weill then
fill  the antiraliasing prixels  (ythe grey onesg  above)  weith  the fill
colour wehilst prreserving their original opracity (yalprha channel):

Grey pixels exist
around the edges
of this anti-aliased

brush stroke

Filling with a high
enough tolerance

to cover the
grey pixels causes
the end result to

look 'jagged'



Replace Colour

When Animation Pro fills an areag it actually prlaces the newe colour 'over the topr' of the colours already there (ybased upron the
tolerance)u  Sog if the newe colour is semirtransprarentg you'll actually be able to see the prrevious colour showeing through from
underneath:

Too  reprlace  the  existing  colours  insteadg  turn  the  'Reprlace
Colour' sweitch onu  Toaprpring on the image (yshowen above) weill
then yield the followeing result:

A red colour has been
selected with
40% opacity



Fill Void

When setting the tolerance high enough to comprletely fill a void (yan uncoloured prart of the active canvas)g you can end upr weith
'jagged' edges as showen belowe:

Tourn on the 'Fill Void' sweitch to imprrove the end result:

Please note: 

Tohis feature only weorts wehen filling voids (yuncoloured prarts of
the active canvas)u

A red colour has been
selected with
40% opacity

'Jagged' edges



The Eraser Tool

Toapr on the eraser toolg         g to remove content from the active canvas layeru 

Tap here to display or hide the
 'Selection Options' panel

Use this panel to
set the colour
and opacity
of the eraser

cursor.

Tap here to choose the
eraser tool.

You may also tap here
to display the

'Eraser Options'
panel if another

panel is currently
being displayed.

Choose the size
of the eraser.

Move your fnger
(or the Apple pencil,
if selected) across

the canvas to remove
content from the

active layer.



The Transform Tool

Toapr on the transform toolg         g to quictly moveg rotateg scaleg fipr and set the opracity
of the active canvas layeru 

For more details on howe to moveg rotateg scale and fipr the active canvas layerg prlease see 'Paste Oprtions' – it weorts the same
weay!

Tap here to display or hide the
 'Selection Options' panel

This panel may
be minimised by

swiping
upwards.

Tap here to choose the
transform tool.

Use these buttons
to accept or reject

your changes.

Drag the contents of
the active canvas
layer around with

your fnger.

Use two fngers to
enlarge or shrink

the layer.



The Selection Tool

Toapr on the selection toolg         g to prerform selectg cutg copry and praste oprerations:

Please note:  Tohe canvas weill aprprear slightly 'weashed out' wehen this tool is chosenu  Tohis allowes your selections to be seenu

Tap here to display or hide the
 'Selection Options' panel

This panel may
be minimised by

swiping
upwards.

Tap here to choose the
selection tool.

You may also tap here
to display the

'Selection Options'
panel if another

panel is currently
being displayed.



Selecting Content

Selecting content from the active canvas layer is easyu  Choose a 'Selection Size' using the dial at the topr of the screen and then
drag your finger across the screen to select the desired content:

Rotate this dial to set
the width of the selection

Alternatively,
tap here to select
everything on the

active canvas layer

Make sure the selection
mode is set to 'Add'

This button will
turn your selection

'inside-out'



Deselecting Content

Perhaprs you've selected a little bit too much?  Change the 'Selection Mode' to 'Subtract' and praint over the prart of the selection
that you'd lite to remove:

Please note:  You can also prress the 'Clear Selection' button on the 'Selection Oprtions' pranel to remove the entire selectionu



Cut

Once you've selected prart of the active canvas layerg you can prress the         button to prerform a 'Cut' oprerationu  Tohis weill
remove the selected content and prlace it in the 'Cliprboard' for later use:

Please note:  

Tohe selection weill be retained until you prress the 'Clear Selection' button at
the bottom of the 'Selection Oprtions' pranelg even if you change toolsu

The canvas will look
like this after the

selection has
been removed

Press to clear the
selection

The content has
been cut from the

active canvas layer
and placed in the

clipboard



Copy

Once you've selected prart of the active canvas layerg you can prress the         button to prerform a 'Copry' oprerationu  Tohis weill copry
the selected content and prlace it in the 'Cliprboard' for later use:

Please note:  

Tohe selection weill be retained until you prress the 'Clear Selection' button at the bottom of the 'Selection Oprtions' pranelg even if
you change toolsu

Press to clear the
selection

The content has
been copied from the
active canvas layer
and placed in the

clipboard



Paste

Once content has been cut or copried from the active canvas layer and prlaced into the Animation Pro cliprboard it can be 'prasted'
bact onto the active canvas layer (ywehichg of courseg can be a totally different layer than the one you started weith; in factg given that
the cliprboard is shared across prrojectsg it can be a totally different layer in a different prroject):

Too praste content from the cliprboardg prress the           button:

A 'Paste Oprtions' pranel weill
be  disprlayedu   Tohis  allowes
the  contents  of  the
cliprboard  to  the  rotatedg
scaledg  fiprpred etcu  prrior  to
being prasted onto the active
canvas  layer  (ysee  next
prages)u

Please note:

Many of the other functions
weithin the image creator weill
be disabled until you dismiss
the  'Paste  Oprtions'  by
prressing  either  the  green
tict or the red cross button
at the bottom of the pranelu

This panel may
be minimised by

swiping
upwards

on it.



Paste Options

Scaling the Pasted Content

Tohe scaling modes control  wehat haprprens wehen you use
princhrtorzoomu   Tohey  allowe  the  prasted  content  to  be
scaled in three weays (ysee right):

Please note:  You may prress the 'Reset' button located 
     under the scaling mode buttons to reset

      any scaling adjustmentsu

3. Both width and height

1. Width only

2. Height only



Rotating the Pasted Content

Use the           and          buttons to rotate the prasted contents 90 degrees to the left or 90 degrees to the rightu

You may also use the 'Rotate' dial at the topr of the screen to rotate the prasted content by an arbitrary angleu

Rotate 90 degrees
left

Rotate 90 degrees
right

Reset the
rotation

Press this button to 
make a fne adjustment



Flipping the Pasted Content

Use the           and          buttons to fipr the prasted contents horizontally or verticallyu

Flip vertically

Flip horizontally



Setting the Opacity of the Pasted Content

Rotate the opracity dial (ysee belowe) to set the opracity of the prasted content:



Moving the Pasted Content

You may move the prasted content about by dragging it weith your finger:



Committing a Paste Operation

Once you've finished scalingg rotating and fiprpring etcu the prasted contentg prress the       button at the bottom of the 'Paste
Oprtions' pranel to commit it to the active canvas layeru

Tohis weill merge the prasted contents weith any content already on that layeru

Press this button to
merge the pasted

content with the contents
of the active canvas

layer

Press this button to
abort the paste

operation



The Lighten Tool

Select the lighten toolg         g to 'lighten' prart of the active canvas layer:

Use this dial to
set the strength
of the 'lighten'

efect

Rotate this dial to set
the width of the brush

Press this button to
fnely adjust the width

When you drag your
fnger over the 

canvas, the colours
will be made

lighter

Tap here to select the
lighten tool.

You may also tap here
to display the

'Lighten Options'
panel if another

panel is currently
being displayed.



The Darken Tool

Select the darten toolg         g to 'darten' prart of the active canvas layer:

Use this dial to
set the strength
of the 'darken'

efect

Rotate this dial to set
the width of the brush

Press this button to
fnely adjust the width

When you drag your
fnger over the 

canvas, the colours
will be made

darker

Tap here to select the
darken tool.

You may also tap here
to display the

'Darken Options'
panel if another

panel is currently
being displayed.



The Tint Tool

Select the tint toolg         g to tint prart of the active canvas layer weith a given colour:
Tap here to display or hide the

 'Tint Colour Options' panel

The 'Tint Colour
Options'.

Select a colour
for the tint operation.

You may also tint
with gradients.

Rotate this dial to set
the width of the brush

When you drag your
fnger over the 

canvas, the colours
will be tinted with the

selected colour
Use this dial to
set the strength

of the tint
operation

Press this button to
fnely adjust the width

Tap here to select the
tint tool.

You may also tap here
to display the

'Tint Colour Options'
panel if another

panel is currently
being displayed.



The Shapes Tool

You can add shapres to the active canvas layer using by prressing the          button at the topr of the screenu

Tohis weill disprlay the 'Shapre Oprtions' pranel: Tap here to display or hide the
 'Shape Options' panel

This panel may
be minimised by

swiping
upwards.

Tap here to select a
diferent shape colour

Tap here to select the
shapes tool.

You may also tap here
to display the

'Shape Options'
panel if another

panel is currently
being displayed.



Adding Circles or Ovals

Press the          button on the 'Shapre Oprtions' pranel to add a circle or oval to the active canvas layer:

Please note:

Circles  and/or  ovals  may  be
dragged  around  the  canvas
using one fingeru

Drag this handle to 
change the height
of the circle/oval

Drag this handle to 
change the width

and/or height of the
 circle/oval

Drag this handle to 
change the width
of the circle/oval

Choose whether
the circle/oval is flled

with the selected
colour or not

Adjust the thickness
of the circle/oval

Use these controls
to rotate the
circle/oval

Merge the circle/oval
with the content on

the active canvas layer

Abort

Select the colour of
the circle/oval

Drag this handle to
resize the circle/oval

without changing
its current aspect

ratio



Adding Squares or Rectangles

Press the          button on the 'Shapre Oprtions' pranel to add a square or rectangle to the active canvas layer:

Please note:

Squares  and/or  rectangles
may be dragged around the
canvas using one fingeru

Drag this handle to
resize the square/
rectangle without

changing
its current aspect

ratio

Drag this handle to 
change the height of
the square/rectangle

Drag this handle to 
change the width

and/or height of the
 square/rectangle

Drag this handle to 
change the width of the

square/rectangle

Choose whether the
square/rectangle is flled

with the selected
colour or not

Adjust the thickness
of the square/rectangle

Use these controls
to rotate the

square/rectangle

Merge the square/
rectangle with the content on

the active canvas layer
Abort

Choose whether the
corners of the square/
rectangle should be

rounded or not

Select the colour of
the square/rectangle



Adding Lines

Press the          button on the 'Shapre Oprtions' pranel to add a line to the active canvas layer:

Please note:

Lines  may  be  dragged
around the canvas using one
fingeru

Drag this handle to 
move the end point

of the line

Drag this handle to 
move the end point

of the line

Adjust the thickness
of the line

Use these controls
to rotate the

line

Merge the line
with the content on

the active canvas layer
Abort

Choose whether the
ends of the 

line should be
rounded or not

Select the colour of
the line



Adding Curves

Press the          button on the 'Shapre Oprtions' pranel to add a curve to the active canvas layer:

Please note:

Lines  may  be  dragged
around the canvas using one
fingeru

Drag this handle to 
move the end point

of the curve

Drag this handle to 
move the end point

of the curve

Adjust the thickness
of the curve

Use these controls
to rotate the

curve

Merge the curve
with the content on

the active canvas layer
Abort

Choose whether the
ends of the 

curve should be
rounded or not

Choose whether the
inside of the curve

should be flled with
the selected colour

Drag this handle to 
bend the curve

Drag this handle to 
bend the curve

Select the colour of
the curve



Undo/Redo

Invariably you are going to do something werong – praint something you shouldn't  haveg erase something by mistate or tell
someone that they actually do loot fatu  Wellg weith the exceprtion of that last examprleg the 'Image Creator' does give you some
scopre for rectifying your mistates:

Press this button to
roll back all of your
changes to the last

saved state Press this button
to undo up to 99

changes.  The little
green number will
indicate how may

'undos' are possible.

Press this button
to redo up to 99
undos.  The little
green number will
indicate how may

'redos' are possible.



Saving an Image Project

A green tictg          g weill aprprear at the topr of the screen wehenever changes have been made to an image prrojectu

Press the green tict to save all of your changesu  

Do this as often as possible – you never tnowe wehen the dog's going to steal your iPad and run it fat!!



Exporting Images

So wehat good is an 'image creator' if it can't create images??

Press the            button at the topr of the screen to exprort/outprut your prroject as an image:

Choose this option
to save an image

Choose this option
to save an image.

The canvas will be
cropped to remove any

empty areas around
the image. 



Cropping and Reducing the Image Size

Whenever you save an imageg Animation Pro weill disprlay the 'Adjust Size' proproveru  Tohis allowes the image to be croprpred and/or
resized prrior to it being saved to your iPad's storage:

Save the image

Exit without saving



Reduce the size/resolution of your image by rotating the 'Width' and 'Height' dials at the bottom of the screenu  Adjusting one dial
weill automatically adjust the other wehere the 'Maintain Asprect Ratio' sweitch is turned onu  Tourn off the 'Maintain Asprect Ratio'
sweitch if you weish to adjust the weidth and height of the image indeprendentlyu

Press to reset the 
image back to its

original state

Save the image

Exit without saving

Add the size selection
to the clipboard

Retrieve the size from 
the clipboard



Press the 'Cropr' button at the topr of the 'Adjust Size' proprover to disprlay the blue 'croprpring' handles (yprlease see belowe)u  Drag
these handles around weith your finger to select prart of your image (yas indicated by a blact bounding rectangle)u  When you're
finishedg prress the 'OK'' button to cropr the image to the blact bounding rectangle or 'Cancel' to abort weithout mating any
changesu

The bounding black
rectangle indicates the
portion of the image
that will be retained

Drag this handle to
change the width of

the rectangle

Drag this handle to
change the height of

the rectangle

Drag this handle to
change the width and/or
height of the rectangle

Drag this handle to
change the size of

the rectangle without
altering its aspect

ratio

Press OK to complete
the cropping operation

Press Cancel to abort
the cropping operation

Press to reset the 
image back to its

original state
Add the crop settings

to the clipboard

Retrieve the crop settings
from the clipboard



When you're done resizing and croprpring the imageg prress the           button at the bottom of the 'Adjust Size' proprover to save the
imageu  Tohe image weill be saved under the 'User Images' category weithin the 'Image Selection' file manageru

Please note:   Tohe            button weill be disabled wehilst croprpring your imageu

Alternatively, press this
button to exit without

saving the image



Sharing Images

Press the            button at the topr of the screen to render your prroject as an image and share it weith other Aprprs:

Choose this option
to share an image

Choose this option
to share an image.

The canvas will be
cropped to remove any

empty areas around
the image. 



The Cursor

Animation Pro can disprlay a cursor for any of its prainting/selection toolsu  Tohis weill allowe you to see wehere the prainting/selection weill
occur as weell as the size of the 'brush':

The cursor

Use this switch to
turn the cursor

on or of



Antialiasing

iPad images are comprosed of a grid of prixels (ypricture elements)u  So draweing a line across an image can result in jagged edges as
showen belowe:

When zooming in
on an image, the
edges of the line

can look very jagged.



Tohe prrocess of antialiasing the line addsg in this caseg additional translucent prixels wehich have the effect of smoothing out the
jagged edges:

Additional pixels are
added to smooth out

the jagged edges



Turning Antialiasing On and Of

Whilst antialiasing prroduces much smoother linesg brush strotesg circles etcug sometimes it can be advantageous to turn it offu
You may beg for examprleg weanting to praint individual prixelsu  Perhaprs you're going for that retro 8rbit loot!  So Animation Pro
allowes antialiasing to be turned on or off at any proint in time (ychanging the setting weill not affect any content already on the
canvas)u

Use this switch to
turn antialiasing on

and of



Image Creator Options

Press the           button at the topr of the screen to opren the 'Oprtions' menu:

Press this button to
select a background

colour.

This can be useful if
you are trying to draw

something white.

Please note that this
colour will not be
rendered in your
exported images.

Press this button to
generate an onion-skin

from the contents
of your project.

This can be useful where
you are changing a

project but wish to see
what it used to look

like.
Rotate this dial to
set the opacity of
the onion-skin.

Remove the onion-skin.

Did I just repeat myself?

Choose a left-handed or
right-handed display.

This will move the tools
from one side of the
screen to the other.


